
The Cheltenham Festival 2020 Review 
My Stats & Trends 

 
 
What follows is a top level look at how my ‘four pronged’ stats approach performed at this 
year’s Festival. A reminder of the four strands… 
 

1. General Trainer Micros (handicaps) 
2. General Micros (handicaps)  
3. Big Race Trainer Records (those to have prev won race/qualifiers) 
4. Big Race Stats/Trends (shortlists/longlists)  

 
As has been the case for the previous four Festivals this stats work provides the foundation 
to the week. I plan to focus on the positives and not drag myself over hot coals too much 
(certainly in this post) but for the second Festival in a year my ability to land on the right 
horses was woeful. However, of course a large part of the reason for such work is to provide 
you with quality content to use yourselves, if you so wish. With any luck many of you landed 
on more winners than I did.  
 
The good news for me, and as a positive for continuing with my ‘big race/Festival ‘ stats 
approach (and trying to improve it) is that those four strands found 12 of the 13 target race 
winners. They may well have been a perfect 13/13 had Column of Fire not fallen at the last 
in the Martin Pipe. There’s some more detail on this below…. 
 
So, the winners were there (again). All that’s left is the easy task of landing on them! 
Obviously when you look across each race there can be many horses qualifying against the 
four strands but it’s clear where the ‘shortlisting’ focus should be, as a long-term strategy 
and… 
 
…while the ‘general’ micros I view very much as ‘starting points/ways in’ (as I do with all 
four strands) it could be that I/we should pay more attention to my general trainer micros.  
 
General Trainer Micros  
 
The handicap angles for the masters - messrs Henderson / Mullins / Elliot / Nicholls :  
 
25 bets / 6 wins / 11p / +29.26 BFSP (1 point win, as with all p/L figures in this report)  
 
Messrs D Pipe/ T Martin / D Skelton / N Williams : 0/3, 0p … so total: 6/28, 11p, +26.26 BFSP 
 
Broken Down:- 

• Nicky Henderson: 1/3, 1p, +4.33 BFSP  

• W Mullins: 1/5,3p , +2.47 BFSP  

• P Nicholls: 0/3,0p, -3  

• Gordon Elliot: 4/14,7p , +25.46 BFSP 
 



Sometimes at this Festival it’s that easy. Hopefully some of you took a more systematic 
approach to the trainer angles than I did and/or backed some of them. Alas I didn’t tip any 
of the winners. But I’ll take the positives, especially for a blog that should arguably be more 
focussed on unique trainer angles as the USP. More so than some of my track stats which 
I’ve concluded are too static/simplistic/stale/past their sell-by date/obvious  
 
General Micros (handicaps)  
 

• Micro 1 (Irish class droppers): 0/9,3p , -9  

• Micro 2 (Track LTO: Leop) 0/7,4p, -7  

• Micro 3 (Track LTO: Chelt) 2/8,3p, +2.42 BFSP  

• Micro 4 (1st Headgear): 1/6, 1p, +8.23 BFSP  

• Micro 5 (owners/Giggy): 1/8,4p, +3.29 BFSP  

• Micro 6 (owners/JP): 0/3,0p -3 (of those 15/2<, Sire D B won 10/1, ‘qual’ on morning 
prices)  

 
Total: 41 bets / 4 wins / 15p / -5.06 BFSP  
 
While I could treat the trainer angles  as a systematic portfolio (although those 4 can’t 
dominate every year, but they show no signs of letting up yet) these general micros have 
always been a ‘way in/starting point’ for me – plenty of placed horses though and another 
year they would have turned a systematic profit. The Chelt angle which focusses on chasers 
highlighted both Imperial Aura and Simply The Betts whose chances were ‘too obvious’ for 
me (a theme I may come back to in my Nick Mordin notes) – sometimes they’re obvious for 
a reason.  
 
What follows below is a race by race table simply highlighting which strand highlighted the 
race winner. This is a timely reminder to me that this is a valid approach, it’s just my final 
deliberations that require some work.  But the fact so many winners were highlighted can 
only be a positive, long term…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DAY  RACE  Race 
Trainers 

Race Trends  Gen Trainer 
Micros  

Gen Micros  

Day 1  1.50  /  W (top 4)  / / 
 4.50  / (3rd)  W / W 

 5.30  W / (2nd )  / / 

Day 2 2.10  W / / / 
 2.50 W W W / 

 4.50 W W W  / 

Day 3 2.10  W / W W  

 4.10  / W / W 

 5.30  W / (2nd) W W 
Day 4 2.10  W / W / (2nd/3rd) 

 2.50  W / (2nd)  N/A N/A 
 4.50  / / W / (2nd/3rd) 

 5.30  / /  / / 

 
 
The 5.30 is the only race where the winner wasn’t to be found somewhere on the four stats 
strands, although as touched on above it looked like Column of Fire was going close until 
falling at the last, and he appeared on three of the strands.  
 
* 
There’s plenty for me to ponder there as we move forward.  
 
More ‘Festival Review’ posts will follow into next week or two with eyes generally fixed on 
the future and what horses/hot form/angles we can exploit moving forwards, as well as the 
odd learning point. There will also be a post with notes/ideas taken from Nick Mordin’s 
book ‘Winning Wihout Thinking’ .  
 
Josh  
 
 
 
 
 


